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Initial membership standing
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132
278
270
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124

Attached is the excel spreadsheet of membership database in RY2012/2013 and
RY2013/2014.

Since RACUTP is academic-based, it is easier to get members into the club. In 2013,
RACUTP is the biggest club in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS in social club category.
For every semester, UTP will organise Minggu Mesra Kampus (MMK) for every club to
promote their own clubs to the students. In order to stand out among the rest,
RACUTP would promote to students one week before MMK by pasting posters
around the campus. We would also ask lecturers to allocate a couple of minutes for
us to promote to students, especially to foundation students, on the motto and goals
of Rotaract club.
During MMK, we will decorate our booths so that it will stand out among the
rest. This can indirectly attract the attention of students. Hence, we have the chance
to promote our club to them and spread the goodwill of Rotaract and Rotary.
However, membership retention in RACUTP is very difficult as most of the
students do not want to join any clubs after 1st-year or 2nd-year degree. They would
rather focus in academic compared to club activities. However, this does not stop
RACUTP from achieving to get more members to join the club. As of May 2014,
RACUTP has 278 members, 146 members more than previous year, more than 2
times of the members in 2012/2013.
This is a great achievement for RACUTP. Hence, we strongly believe RACUTP
should win Membership Growth Award as it has been the largest Rotaract Club in
D3300 for a long time.

